
STATMENT
on a competition procedure for the academic position "PROFES
Agricultural University * Plovdiv, in the area of higher educati
economic and legal $cience*, professional field 3.8 Hconomic
specialty "Economics and Management (Agricuilture)", announced
Gazette, Ne 62 from 21.Q7.2923, wlth candidate Assoc. Prof. Dr. Di

Atanasov
by assoc. Prof. Dr. Minko Atanasov Georgiev, appointed by Ord
899/25.09.2023 of the Rector of the Agricultural University * Plovdiv
of the scientific jury.

1. Brief introduction of the candidate

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov was born in 1975, He gradu
Technical School of Mechanization and Automation in Haskovo in 1

Agricultural University - Plovdiv in 2000, majoring in Agricultural
obtained a second diploma - "Frofe$sional Fedagogy" from the
learning at the Agricultural University - Plovdiv during his university per
studies, he worked on the family farm in his free time. He gained ser
experience from 2001 to 2005 in lreland, where he worked in a large li
Alan Gillis Dairy Farm, Ballyhook, Wicklow, as supervisor of "Dairy cows
selection".

In 2007, Dimo Atanasov was appointed as an a$$istant
Deparlment of Economics, Agricultural University - Flovdiv. His teachi
parallel to the development of a FhD dissefiation in the field of sustainab
systems. In 2013, he successfully defended it and was appointed to
chief assistant professor. In 2015, he obtained his habilitation after
profes$or" at the Agricultural University - Plovdiv. From 2008 to 2016, Di

was Erasmus's coordinatorforthe Faculiy of Economics. In 2416, hewas
of the Faculty of Economics, and in 2020, he was re-elected to this
second time.

2. General description of the sclentific productlon.
ln the cornpetition procedure for "PROFES$OR", Dimo Atanaso

with 25 scientific papers, which do not repeat the ones provided for the
the educational and scientific degree "doctor" and the academic positi
professor". They are grouped as follows:
- Publications, referenced and indexed in $COFU$, with $JR * 5;

- Publications, referenced and indexed in Web of Science - 14;
- Publications, referenced in other databases * 5;
- Monograph * 1.

ln the scientific works described above, Dirno Atanasov is the
author of the monCIgraph, the first author of 10 publications, the seco
publications, and the third and following author of the remaining six publi

To prepare the opinion, I have analyzed precisely these 24 articles and 1 monograph,
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3. Teaching activities
The teaching experience of a$$oc. prof, Dr. Dimo Atanasov is over

years. As an assistant, he conducted tutorial exercises with students, a
assistant professor and associater professor, he mainly delivered lecture
and master students. The main disciplines he teaches are Agricultura
sustainable Development, Eco-Economics, Agricultural policy Busine
Economics of Precision Agricultrire, Econonrics of Animal Husbandry,
discipiines are taught in English to Erasmus students or other in
from universities outside Bulgaria.

Academic employment of the candidate.
During 2018 * 2A23, Dims Atanasov has conducted 46b2,9 tea

equivalent to tutorial exercises. His scientific and teaching activity is
the guidance of graduates, developing diploma works and doctoral stude
he has more than 40 successfully defended graduaies and I PhD studen
students have successfuliy defended their doctoral theses, one has bee
and four are still studying,

Developed curricula.
Associate Professor Dr. Dimo Atanasov has developed and

Bachelor's degree program, "Bioeconorny" and one Master's deg
"Bioeconomy". Training of students in these two programs started i

academic year, He participated in the development and implementation
one more Master's degree program - "E-commerce"

Assoc" Frof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov is the head of iwo master cou
running and already have successfully graduated students: "Bioe
"European Agriculture and Rural Development" ln English,

4. Research activities
Areas af publication.
The candidate in the competition has diverse publication activ

entirely of an economic nature. His scientific outputs are published in
to economics, sustainable development, agriculture, agricultural policy,
circular economy and ecosystems, law, innovation, etc.

His scfenfific contribufions are theoretical, methodological and
theoretical ones aim to clarify, enrich, and further develop the theoreti
and concepts regarding the economic, ecological, social and technolog
the agricultural production systems and the institutional framew
development. The methodologioal ones are reiated to creating tools
analysis and evaluation of the parameters in the production systems. A
for risk assessment in agriculture has also been developed. lt helps e
assess the factors creating risks for their business, to take proactive (

reactive actions to minimize dangers and ensure sustainable
Methodologies for analysing and evaluating the technical and economic
various technologies in agriculture have been created and adapted.
applied contributions are noticeable in using the created rnethodologi
Conventional and innovative policies for developing agriculture and rural
country have been put fonivard. The transformations in Bulgarian agricu
transition to a market economy have been tracked and analyzed, The
affecting both the structure of agriculture and socio-economic and
changes in rural areas are defined in a positive or negative direction,
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I believe that those scientific works in which agriculture is indirecil
the candidate goes out of the field of traditional discussion, which he
his scientific profile, are also worthy of attention. ln some of them, it i

human resources management. In others, the relationship between
forest territories and the relationship between socio,economic and
factors explain modern political-economic concepts.

Citation and referencing of scientific production.
The citations of the scientific works of Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dimo

publications referenced and indexed in world-famous databases
information are 33, in monographs and collective volumes are 3, in
journals with scientific review are 30.

P a rtlc ipati o n i n s c i e ntifi c prolects.
According to the presented report, Assoc. Pr.of, Dr. Dimo Atana

in 10 projects, one national and two international projects with an ed
and one national and four international projects with a scientific focus, I

he is the head or coordinator of their administration and management,
total number of points - 245 points in connection with the conditions u
and its regulations,

5. fllotes and recommendations.
I recommend Dimo Atanasov to develop new textbooks and teaching m
disciplines he teaches.

6. Gonclusions
Based on the analysis of the candidate's pedagogical, scientific

activities, as well as the successful supervision af PhD students, I believ
Prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov Atanasov meets the requirements of the Law for
of Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria, The Regulation for the App
Law for Development of Academic $taff in the Republic of Bulgaria and th
of the Agricultural University * Plovdiv for iis application, He can hold
position of "professor" in the area of higher education 3.0 Social, econ
sciences, professional field 3.8 Economics, scientific speciality "E
Management (Agriculture)".

All this gives me a reason to evaluate his overall activities POSITI
I would like to propo$e to the Scientific Jury to vote PO$ITIVELY

Council of the Facultv of Economics at the Aqrarian Universitv
elect Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dimo Atanasov Atanasov as "FROFESSOR" i

higher education 3,0 $ocial, economic and iegai sciences, professi
Economics, scientific speciality "Economics and Management (Agricultu

REVIEWER:Date: 23.10,2023
(Assoc. Prof. Dr. Min o Georgiev)
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